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DECLASSIFIED: UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF RACIAL CLASSIFICATIONS

Michael Conklin*

“The government developed its classification scheme via a combination of amateur anthropology and sociology, interest group lobbying, incompetence, inertia, lack of public oversight, and happenstance.”

I. INTRODUCTION

Government classifications of race affect many significant aspects of American life, including college admissions, multi-million-dollar government contracts, Small Business Administration loans, and preferential treatment for some job openings. Classification as a Native American can even affect the government’s jurisdiction in criminal proceedings and the removal of children from abusive homes, as well as one’s ability to hunt reindeer. In his 2022 book Classified: The Untold Story of Racial Classification in America, David E. Bernstein explains how the current governmental classifications of race developed “via a combination of amateur anthropology and sociology, interest group lobbying, incompetence, inertia, lack of public oversight, and happenstance.”

This review explores the book’s coverage of arbitrary judicial determinations of racial classification and issues with racial classification in scientific research. This review also examines related issues not explicitly covered in the book, such as how racial classifications disproportionately benefit the wealthy, incentivize victimhood status, place racial groups in unhealthy competition against each other, and promote racist stereotypes through cognitive anchoring.

II. BACKGROUND

The arbitrary and unscientific manner in which current racial classifications in the United States are founded results in seemingly contradictory and arbitrary
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determinations regarding race. Referring to the inherent line-drawing of setting cutoffs for who can be included in a given race, a 1997 court explained how “repugnant” it is to deny U.S. citizens benefits solely because of “the side of a river, a mountain range, or a desert their ancestor decided to settle.” The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission permits employers to override the stated racial classification of an employee. The government may count Black freedmen in the racial category of Native Americans despite freedmen not being of Native American race. Some judicial determinations even dissect the classification, as in the case where a judge held that someone was Hispanic enough to receive a partial minority credit but not the full credit. Classifications often hinge on highly subjective assessments, such as whether someone looks to be of a certain race. Evidence presented by those seeking to be classified as a racial minority can be highly peculiar. For example, one person presented his subscription to Ebony magazine as evidence that he was Black. Another presented his vacation home in Tijuana as evidence that he was Hispanic. To add an additional layer of arbitrariness, these standards vary from state to state.

III. RACIAL CLASSIFICATION IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Federal regulations established in 1977 explicitly warned that these government racial “classifications should not be interpreted as being scientific or anthropological in nature.” Despite this, the Food and Drug Administration and the National Institutes of Health require classification of medical research participants by race. This requirement is not only harmful to the administration of scientific research but also potentially harmful to society at large.

This additional onus on scientific research is a burden that may hinder scientific studies. This is particularly important in time-sensitive research, such as
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the testing of life-saving vaccines during a pandemic, because these requirements sometimes go beyond simply documenting the race of research subjects to requiring participation from minority groups. The insertion of race into scientific research may encourage the false belief among lay audiences that race plays a significant role in biology. This belief harms minorities in three ways. First, the clear implication is that research not conducted with strong minority representation is somehow less trustworthy to those minority communities. Such belief likely leads to increased distrust from minority communities in life-saving scientific advancements, most recently seen in COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. Second, promoting the belief that race plays a significant role in biology is a welcome misconception to racial hate groups who promote unscientific notions of racial inferiority. Finally, encouraging medical professionals to consider the race of their patients may exacerbate the pre-existing problem of racial discrimination in medical outcomes.

IV. RACIAL CLASSIFICATIONS DISPROPORTIONATELY BENEFIT THE WEALTHY

Not discussed in the book is how the benefits of racial classifications are often disproportionately gained by the least disadvantaged in each group, despite racial classifications often being justified as a benefit to those who are most in need of help. For example, over 70% of Black and Latino students at Harvard come from wealthy backgrounds. The wealthy can afford to conduct extensive genealogical research to find a distant relative that will qualify them as a minority. The wealthy are also more
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likely to have genealogical records passed down to help conduct this research. Additionally, the wealthy tend to be more well connected, which further increases the likelihood of receiving benefits based on racial classifications. For example, to receive certain racial preferences in California, applicants are required to submit three affidavits from “recognized minority or ethnic community organizations.” Furthermore, the standards set by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to obtain a Certified Degree of Indian Blood status may require extensive knowledge of genealogical documentation.

V. Racial Classifications Incentivize Victimhood Status

Although never expressly discussed in the book, the nature in which racial classifications are used as a proxy for disadvantage is highly problematic. Such a belief could promote feelings of racial inferiority and therefore breed racial division. For example, the Small Business Administration (“SBA”) refers to people who are “presumptively disadvantaged.” Minority-owned businesses, no matter how successful, are referred to as “disadvantaged” businesses according to the SBA. However, in a 1992 case, the SBA refused to recognize a loan applicant as Hispanic because she did not present evidence that she had been discriminated against for being Hispanic.

That SBA case also demonstrates a problem with using racial classifications to distribute government benefits. Because there is a fixed amount of benefits available, the system creates an incentive structure which rewards the touting of disadvantage. Even more problematic is that a group can rise in the rankings of disadvantage not only by promoting its disadvantage but also by diminishing the hardship of competing groups. Just one example of this harmful phenomena is found in 1980s San Francisco. There, Chinese American businesspeople lobbied the local government to exclude Indian Americans from receiving racial preferences. The Chinese Americans argued that Indian Americans should be excluded because they have not experienced racial discrimination. The competitive nature of acquiring government benefits by attempting to tout the relative hardships of one group over others can even sow division within a racial group. For example, studies show that some Black people who support slavery
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reparations for all Black people actually withhold support for slavery reparations if only given to Black people who can prove slave descent.\textsuperscript{32}

\section*{VI. ANCHORING}

Never discussed in the book is how racial classifications may have the unintended consequence of perpetuating harmful stereotypes due to a cognitive bias called anchoring. Anchoring is a behavioral bias by which exposure to certain information disproportionately affects future perceptions.\textsuperscript{33} Anchoring studies show that even subtle reminders of membership in a class can result in altered behavior. A 1999 study found that when Asian women were asked questions about being female and then given a math test, they performed significantly worse than the Asian women who were asked questions about their race before the math test.\textsuperscript{34} This is because the first group was subconsciously anchored to negative stereotypes regarding women and math while the second group was subconsciously anchored to positive stereotypes regarding Asians and math.\textsuperscript{35}

It is easy to see how this same heuristic would apply to the various instances in which people are reminded of their race by being asked to report it. Examples include job applications, college applications, government housing forms, census forms, medical forms, and military enlistment forms. This is especially troubling when it comes to members of historically oppressed minority groups filling out forms for the government—the very entity that fostered the past oppression. The effect of reminding non-Hispanic whites of their race could be equally troubling, as it produces increased racial consciousness.\textsuperscript{36} This increased racial consciousness has been shown to increase racial division by causing non-Hispanic whites to adopt a victim status, perceiving the political gains of minority groups as their own losses.\textsuperscript{37} The divisiveness resulting from racial classifications is so significant that some multiethnic countries, such as France, refuse to use them.\textsuperscript{38}
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Racial classifications elicit an additional problem related to anchoring. Racial classification determinations may be contingent upon whether the person in question acts in conformity with stereotypes regarding a given race.\(^{39}\) This is troubling for a number of reasons. It promotes the racist notion that minority groups are a collective monolith rather than the truth, which is that there is great diversity within racial groups.\(^{40}\) It promotes racist accusations that some people have a “lesser” racial identity because they are deemed to act in a way inconsistent with their race. America has an unfortunate history with such accusations.\(^{41}\) For instance, the racial slur “Uncle Tom” is used to describe Black people who are determined to not act Black.\(^{42}\) Highly accomplished Black figures such as Clarence Thomas,\(^{43}\) Condoleezza Rice,\(^{44}\) and Larry Elder\(^{45}\) have been attacked as race traitors due to their political beliefs. President Joe Biden stated that a Black person who does not vote for him “ain’t Black.”\(^{46}\)

VII. CONCLUSION

Bernstein’s book provides a detailed accounting of the current racial classification system in America. Even readers who practice law will likely be surprised at the arbitrariness involved in creating the classifications and resulting arbitrariness in decisions regarding classification adjudications. While Bernstein does discuss some of the negative consequences of racial classifications, he leaves out some significant examples. These include problems that arise from how benefits based on race disproportionately go to the wealthy, incentivizing a victimization hierarchy, and anchoring.
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While the two upcoming Supreme Court cases on racial discrimination in college admissions\(^{47}\) have the potential to significantly alter the use of racial classifications, the practice of classifying people by Directive No. 15 racial categories will continue. Bernstein concludes the book on a positive note, however. He describes the violent American history toward minority groups such as the Irish, Scandinavians, Catholics, and Mormons that has now largely dissipated.\(^{48}\) Hopefully, Bernstein posits, “Americans also will one day look back on today’s racial divisions and accompanying tensions as a faintly ridiculous vestige of a less sophisticated, enlightened, and tolerant past.”\(^{49}\) Government policies toward racial classification may play a significant role in achieving this goal.
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